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HOLLYWOOD PROMOTING WITCHCRAFT & SATANIC CULTS:
LIGHTS, CAMERA,...SATAN!
Nov 13 Posted by Darrell Kobaso in Christian Life
Today's Hollywood entertainers make millions and millions of dollars, and are loved and adored the world over. There are several YouTube videos on the topic of which I am
writing. A day does NOT pass by we don't hear about some actor, musician, or entertainer being caught on some sex-tape, or scandalized for some wicked or immoral act. The
problem goes much deeper than some publicity stunt to keep the public talking about the "star" or "celebrity". I guess this kind of fame can be traced back to the days of
"Hanoi" Jane Fonda hanging out with the leaders of the North Vietnam while our country men were slugging it out in the rice patties with the Viet Kong. Even Charles Manson
has risen to cult leader status over the years even while being incarcerated.

Today's entertainers want fame so bad they are truly willing to sell their "souls" to the devil for it. Many of our stars and celebrities make pacts and deals with the devil & his
demons to get the big movie deal, record deal, radio/TV deal, or whatever it is they seek. Many singers today that are very popular put subversive and subliminal messages in
their music, mainly their lyrics. Music videos today make young women look cheap, ill-mannered, like prostitutes but like the great American slogan goes, "SEX SELLS".

People say this has been going on for years Hollywood's love affair with witchcraft and the occult, ya but today they are NOT "b" movies at a drive-in-theater that nobody wants
to see, out in the sticks somewhere. It's in commercials, music, advertising, TV shows, and major motion pictures with Hollywood's finest. Today's horror movies have gone
way past the boundaries of "The Exorcist" and "Dawn of The Dead" which became two cult classics from the 1970's. The scary things is these movies are making millions and
adversly influencing human behavior cause now there are citizens walking around our streets who think they are vampires, zombies, and the Joker from Batman assaulting
and killing people.
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